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Abstract 

Cooling demand occurs in Sweden due to the heating period during summer time. At the moment, only 
about 22-26% of the cooling demand in Sweden is satisfied by the district cooling, the rest is satisfied by 
individual refrigerators or air conditioning. Thus, the opportunity to fulfill the cooling demand by a more 
environment friendly way is still widely open in Sweden. One approach that can be used considering the 
source availability in Sweden is the small scale/decentralized absorption cooling driven by the district 
heating. This approach could be considered as a smart strategy since the district heating can directly sell 
the excessive hot water to produce chilled water instead of decreasing its production. 

One of the challenges for implementing this approach is to have the certain temperature requirements that 
have to be fulfilled. Currently, the Swedish district heating supplies the outgoing hot water at temperature 

range of 70-120 °C and receives the returning hot water averagely at 47 °C. The district cooling supplies 

chilled water at 6 °C and returning water at 12-16 °C. The district heating company desires to have the 
returning hot water temperature to be as low as possible, as it give benefits in term of less pump work, 
and energy recovery for the condensation process at central heating plant. Furthermore, the requirement 

of 6/12 °C is important to maximize the amount of cold distributed per unit volume of water pump. 

Having analyzed the potential of absorption cooling driven by district heating, the main objective of this 

thesis is to examine the temperature difference (cool-off) of the hot water circuit at input of 70 °C in the 
decentralized absorption cooling system driven by district heating network with outgoing and returning 

chilled water respectively at 6 °C and 12 °C. In order to achieve this objective, the main activities are 
conducted including literature review and modeling simulation.  

The results of the simulation show that the COP value decreases as the cool-off increases. The analysis is 
done with zero-order model that is able to predict the minimum heat input temperature needed to drive 
the absorption system at nominal COP. It shows that the larger the cool-off, the higher the heat input 
temperature needed to avoid the decreasing of COP. The other important result is the maximum lowest 

returning water temperature possible is 55 °C, with cool-off value of 15 °C. This means that the desired 

returning hot water temperature at 47 °C or cool-off value of 23 °C is not possible to be achieved. Based 
on this result, the district heating company has to find the optimum trade-off between the COP and cool-
off value of the absorption chiller in real operation.   
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1 Introduction 

This chapter gives a preview to the reader about the background of this thesis such as the reason of 
cooling demand occurrence in a country that is dominated by cold climate such as Sweden, a brief 
description of Swedish district heating & cooling, overview of thermal driven cooling technologies, and 
the objectives and scope/limitation of this thesis. Furthermore, the discussion to choose the most 
appropriate heat driven cooling technologies is also included in this chapter. The analysis for choosing the 
most appropriate technology is done by examining the latest development of each technology with study 
literature and also looking at the suitability of the technology with Swedish district heating potential. 

1.1 Cooling demand in Sweden 

Ambient surface temperature is an important factor that determines the cooling demand of a country or 
region. The cooling demand in a country located in tropical region would have higher annual cooling 
demand compared to a country that is located in northern region such as Scandinavian countries. Sweden 
has a low monthly average ambient temperature of respectively -5 and +15 °C in January and July. The 
main cause is the overheating period during summer time (Rydstrand, 2004). Figure 1.1 shows the annual 
cooling demand in Sweden from 1996 up to 2011. As presented in the figure, the value of Swedish cooling 
demand increases throughout the year, from less than 100 GWh per year in 1996 to almost 900 GWh per 
year in 2011. The increase has been more than 800% in just 15 years. The main reasons are the growing 
amount of well insulated buildings, refrigeration requirement, increasing internal heat loads from 
computers & other office equipment and also high comfortable indoor temperature standard in the 
buildings (Lindmark, 2005; Andersson, 2005; Fjärrvärme, 2013b). To conclude, cooling demand has 
become an important form of energy delivery even in a cold country such as Sweden. 

 
Figure 1.1 Annual cooling demand in Sweden (Fjärrvärme, 2011) 

1.2 Swedish District Heating 

District heating network implies that the heat is supplied by a central heating plant instead of individual 
boiler in each house or building. Figure 1.2 shows the illustration of a typical district heating network. The 
heat in form of hot water is produced by the central heating plant and transported among households in 
the area by transferring the hot water under high pressure through a system of well insulated pipes 
(Fjärrvärme, 2013a). 
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Another important parameter for delivering hot water to the customers is the flow rate. During the winter 
time, the flow rate of hot water is higher compared to summer time due to the higher heating demand. 
This higher flow rate causes the circulating pump to work more which implies in more pressure drop and 
more energy input required. However, the higher flow rate inside pipes would give less heat loss. Thus, 
the reduction and balance between heat loss and pump energy consumption is one of the most important 
tasks in maintaining a district heating network. In each house or building, at least two heat exchangers are 
installed in order to utilize the hot water from central heating plant to heat the radiator for space heating 
and also for the hot water tap (Fjärrvärme, 2013a). 

 

Figure 1.2 District Heating Network (Delaby, 2012) 

The temperature difference between outgoing and incoming hot water temperature is also an important 
consideration in district heating. The delivered hot water temperature at the customer side ranges between 

70 to 120 °C degrees with the average of 84 °C in Sweden. On the other hand, the average hot water 

returning temperature is 47 °C. The reasons to have large temperature difference in a district heating 
network are less heat loss, larger energy covered in the condensing system at the central heating or CHP 

plant, and lower pump power requirement. For instance, at a temperature difference increase of 10 °C, the 
heat loss in district heating network is reduced up to 6% and a reduced pump power up to 56% 
(Cuadrado, 2009). 

1.3 Swedish District Cooling 

The principle of district cooling is the same as district heating. The difference lies on the temperature of 
the delivered water produced by the district cooling plant instead of individual air conditioner at each 
houses or buildings. The way to produce chilled water is done by taking cold water from free sources such 
as lake or sea. When the lake or sea water is not cold enough, the chilled water is supplied by other cooling 
devices in a central cooling plant. (Fortum Sverige, 2012a). The temperature of water fed is at temperature 
of 6 °C while the returning water is in range of 12-16 °C degrees (Fjärrvärme, 2013a) to be pumped back 
to the sea or lake. The approach of utilizing either excessive hot water or waste heat from heating 
production plant to produce cooling demand can be considered as a smart strategy (Fjärrvärme, 2013a; 
Andersson, 2005). This excessive hot water occurs when there is less heating demand on the heating 
period of summer time. In addition, utilizing the free heat from waste incineration or from combined heat 
and power plant (CHP) are friendly method to the environment. 

The district cooling network in Stockholm is the largest in the world in term of amount of customer and 
the network pipe length (Fortum Sverige, 2012b). However, the potential for district cooling is still huge 
in Stockholm and other cities in Sweden. Currently, the total demand for district cooling in Sweden is 
within 2000-5000 GWh annually. Meanwhile, the current district cooling system can provide only 700 
GWh. In 2007, the district cooling can provide around 22% of Swedish cooling demand and it is predicted 
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to be around 28% in 2015. Having identified this potential, the analysis and attempt to fulfill the rest of 
cooling demand that cannot be realized by the district cooling system is necessary to be put more in effort.  

1.4 Overview of Thermal driven cooling (TDC) technologies 

The most common technology to fulfill the cooling demand is vapor compression system which accounts 
for 10 to 20% of the worldwide electricity consumption (Rydstrand, 2004). The main reason is because of 
its high reliability and low cost of operation due to its working principle which is driven by electricity to 
operate its mechanical compressor. The amount of vapor compression chiller in the world is also 
increasing significantly every year. As reported by the Japan Refrigeration and Air-conditioning Industry 
Association, the amount of global residential air conditioning in 2007 was 7,39 million unit and 8,49 
million unit in 2012 (JRAIA, 2013). The main issues with vapor compression system are the refrigerant 
used (CFC) that causes ozone depletion and the energy needed to produce the electricity to drive the 
system. The increase of commercial/residential vapor compression air conditioner means higher global 
electricity consumption which most of it is produced by fossil fuel that contributes to the global warming. 
Thus, TDC as the alternative technology to fulfill cooling demand is considered since the environmental 
issue rose in 1980’s. TDC has a long history back in 1950’s when the absorption cycle is used for the first 
time for air conditioning application (Tang, et al., 1998). 

TDC is the technology to produce cooling with the source of heat instead of electricity. Although this 
technology is environmentally friendly but there are some drawbacks remaining, mainly because of higher 
investment cost and bulky equipment (Pilatowsky, et al., 2011). Figure 1.3 shows the classification of TDC 
technologies. Each of categories has their own advantages and drawbacks. A category of TDC that has 
been well developed and widely used is the absorption cycle. It has two most commonly used working 
pairs, LiBr-H2O and NH3-H2O (Nùnez, 2010). 

 

Figure 1.3 Classification of thermal driven cooling process (Nùnez, 2010) 
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1.5 Discussion for establishing TDC driven by district heating 

Based on the review of Swedish district heating and cooling and TDC, it is obvious that the utilization of 
waste heat or excessive hot water to satisfy cooling demand is a feasible. These are the benefits associated 
with this approach: 

1. It gives solution to the fluctuating Swedish heating demand. When there is less heating demand, 
the excessive hot water produced can be used directly for producing cold water by means of 
absorption chiller in the central cooling plant. This is another solution apart from having 
seasonal thermal storage. 

2. Utilization of waste heat is valuable in term of financial, technical, and environmental 

perspective. The waste heat can reach temperature of 70 °C which can be can be considered as a 
high grade energy due to its temperature and potential of producing cold water. When the waste 
heat is not used, it must be processed first before it is thrown away to the natural heat sink such 
as lake or sea. So, instead of spending money for waste heat processes, the waste heat can be 
directly used in thermal driven cooling. In addition, the usage of waste heat also means no 
additional fossil fuel or any other energy source is needed to produce heat which translates to 
another financial saving and no additional CO2 emission produced to the environment. 

Having analyzed the categories of thermal driven cooling technology in section 1.4, it is obvious that the 
closed cycle by means of absorption or adsorption cycle is more suitable to be integrated with district 
heating system compared to open cycle and thermo-mechanical process. The open cycle is not appropriate 
since it is not a closed looping process, and the thermo-mechanical process is still in the research phase. In 
sorption technology, the absorption cycle is more developed in term of technical and financial perspective 
in comparison to adsorption cycle (Nùnez, 2010). Thus, the absorption cooling cycle by absorption chiller 
can be considered at the moment as the most appropriate TDC technology to produce cooling with 
district heating network integration. In the context of Sweden, the potential is to develop decentralized 
small scale absorption cooling (by means of absorption chiller) driven by excessive hot water production 
from district heating network (Udomsri & Martin, 2012). The small scale is chosen because there are many 
development and also research conducted that has been improving its technical performance compared to 
the large scale absorption chiller. One of the large projects that have been conducted is called Polysmart 

Project. It focuses on the development of small and medium scale absorption chiller integrated with CHP 
plant and is followed by 35 participants from various countries in Europe (Franhofer ISE, 2010). 

1.6 Objective 

Having reviewed the most appropriate technology of TDC for district heating integration, the challenge is 
now lying on how to establish the cooling system that deliver the same chilled water temperature as the 
district cooling does, and having the same returning hot temperature as the district heating does by means 

of absorption chiller driven by district heating. When the hot water is delivered from heating plant at 70° 

C to drive an absorption chiller, it is expected to have a returning temperature around 45° C. The chilled 

water produced by the absorption chiller has deliver chilled water at 6° C and returning temperature of 

12°C, the main reasons for the 12/6 temperature requirement is to maximize the amount of cold 
distributed per unit volume of water pump and the standard temperature requirement for fan-coil air 

handling unit application (Sekhar & Tan, 2009). Furthermore, the reason of having 6 °C as the supplied 
chilled water temperature is for the dehumidification purpose.  Thus, the main objective of this thesis is 

“To examine the cool-off of the hot water circuit at input of 70 °C in for an absorption cooling 

system driven by district heating network with outgoing and returning chilled water respectively 

at 6 °C and 12 °C”. Cool off in the hot water circuit can be defined as the temperature difference between 
incoming and outgoing hot water. The effect of cool off value changes to the COP of the absorption 
chiller is observed in this thesis.  
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This objective is important for the Swedish district heating company (Svensk Fjärrvärme) and the utility 
companies. The large cool off implies in the low returning hot water temperature that gives them many 
benefits (Cuadrado, 2009; Zinco, et al., 2005; Woods, et al., 1999): 

1. An increase in the temperature difference results in the decreased mass flow of the pump. Thus, 
the pumping work and pressure drop is reduced. This also means the reduction in operational 
cost for the pump. 

2. In flue-gas condensing systems, the lower return water temperature means more heat that can be 
covered. In addition, the returning temperature should be below the dew point of the gas. 
Otherwise, the moisture would not condensate. The effect of this is significant in the central 
heating plant that utilizes wood or waste as fuel. 

3. In cogeneration plants, the lower returning water temperature that comes from the district 
heating network results in more electricity production since it will expand the steam that drives 
the back pressure steam turbines to a lower pressure. 

1.7 Methodology 

In order to achieve the objective of this thesis, two main activities are conducted during the range of time 
between January to June 2013: 

1. Literature review covering the basic theory for thermodynamics and absorption chiller, published 
works about simulation and the state of art for single-effect NH3-H2O absorption chiller. In 
addition, getting information from the manufacturer of the absorption chiller (PINK) is also very 
crucial in the modeling simulation. 

2. Simulation modeling of the single-effect ammonia water absorption chiller using EES. The main 
purpose for performing simulation is to get a better understanding of the internal process of 
absorption chiller in each component. The method that is used for the modeling is the first law of 
thermodynamics which covers the energy and mass balance in each component. 

The absorption chiller that is used for the experiment and modeling reference is PINK PC19 single-effect 
ammonia water absorption chiller by Pink GmbH with the nominal cooling capacity of 19 kW. Hence, the 
modeling approach and theory explanation are based on this chiller manufacturer data and performance. 
In order to understand how this thesis is done, a flow chart is given in Figure 1.4. 



1.8 Scope and limitation of the thesis

There are many subjects that can be discussed related to the integration of low temperature absorption 
chiller driven by district heating. However, the discussion and analysis that are done in this thesis is limited 
to the objective of thesis itself. Thus, these are the scope and limitat

1. The thesis analysis will be based on the first law of thermodynamics especially in the modeling of 
the absorption cycle. The second law or exergy analysis

2. One of the purposes of doing simula
direction. Therefore, the result of simulation will be justified
absorption chiller theory and published work, and 

3. Review literature about the 
cycle, low temperature driven absorption chiller, and 
simulation. 

4. The economic study about financial saving that cou
of hot water is not included in this thesis.
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Figure 1.4 Thesis flow chart 

Scope and limitation of the thesis 

be discussed related to the integration of low temperature absorption 
chiller driven by district heating. However, the discussion and analysis that are done in this thesis is limited 

the objective of thesis itself. Thus, these are the scope and limitation of this thesis: 

The thesis analysis will be based on the first law of thermodynamics especially in the modeling of 
the absorption cycle. The second law or exergy analysis in detail is not in the scope of this thesis.
One of the purposes of doing simulation analysis is to proof that the simulation is giving the right 

e result of simulation will be justified by analyzing it through the available 
absorption chiller theory and published work, and comparison with the manufacturer data

the absorption chiller is focused on the state of the art of absorption 
cycle, low temperature driven absorption chiller, and single-effect absorption chiller modeling 

The economic study about financial saving that could be achieved by having optimized cool off 
not included in this thesis.  
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2 Theoretical background of single-effect absorption 

chiller 

A good understanding about the internal process in each component of the absorption cycle is necessary 
in order to create a modeling simulation. This chapter is started by looking at the overall cyclic process of 
a single-effect absorption cycle that is explained in a simple way so that the reader could grasp the idea of 
how the heat is transformed to cooling effect in a single-effect absorption cycle (TDC technology). After 
that, the zero-order model as the simplest model for absorption cycle is explained. Having known one 
example of simple model and basic principle of cycle, the knowledge of the refrigerant and refrigerant-
absorbent solution is presented since it is necessary especially to build the modeling simulation. The 
thermodynamic properties of refrigerant, absorbent and the solution are used for building energy balance 
and mass in each component to form the complete cycle. The thermodynamic process in generator, 
condenser, evaporator, absorber, throttling device and solution heat exchanger are also discussed in more 
detail. Finally, the comparison between absorption and vapor compression cycle is given to see the 
difference and similarities between both, and this subsection answers why TDC especially absorption 
technology has a good potential although it has lower energy performance compared to the vapor 
compression system. 

2.1 Single-effect NH3-H2O absorption chiller working 

principle 

There are three main flows circulating inside a single-effect absorption chiller namely refrigerant, strong 
solution, and weak solution. When ammonia and water are used as the working pair, the term strong and 
weak implies for the ammonia concentration in the solution (Harold, et al., 1996). Figure 2.1 shows the 
block diagram of a single-effect absorption chiller that has four main components; generator, condenser, 
evaporator and absorber. This figure is made on the horizontal axis of temperature and vertical axis of 
pressure to represent the different pressure and temperature values in in each component of a real 
absorption chiller. 

 

Figure 2.1 Block diagram of single-effect absorption chiller (Martin, 2012) 

The cyclic process of absorption cycle can be continuously established as long as the heat input in the 
generator and condensing water are continuously supplied to respectively generator and 
condenser/absorber. The general absorption refrigeration cycle process referring to Figure 2.1 can be 
explained by starting from the generator, through condenser, evaporator, absorber and finally return to 
generator. First thing to be put in mind is that these four components are actually heat exchanger 
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connected with external water circuit. These are the following processes occur in the single-effect 
absorption chiller: 

1. The NH3-H2O solution comes from the absorber. In the generator, the process of ammonia and 

water separation (desorption) is initiated by heat from external hot water circuit through the heat 
exchanger (endothermic process). After this separation process, there are two flows going out from 

the generator. The first one is the ammonia refrigerant to the condenser and the second one is the 

weak solution of NH3-H2O to the absorber1. 
2. The ammonia vapor from the generator to the condenser experiences phase change from 

superheated steam becoming liquid in sub-cooled or saturated state after it passes through the 
condenser. Here, the trigger for condensation process inside the condenser is the external re-cooling 

water. The external water takes the heat from the condenser and delivers it to the heat 

sink/environment (exothermic process). 
3. The liquid ammonia from the absorber passes through the throttling device in order to decrease its 

pressure to the evaporator pressure. Here, the ammonia refrigerant can have various gas qualities 
with value ranges from 0 to 1. The point after throttling device is the lowest temperature value in the 

absorption chiller. 

4. After its pressure is decreased through expansion device, the ammonia refrigerant enters the 
evaporator where the evaporation process occurs. In this part, the cooling effect is produced since 
the heat is acquired from the external cooling water circuit to evaporate the refrigerant to be 
saturated or superheated vapor (endothermic process). The result is the chilled water coming out 

from the external water circuit that is connected with evaporator heat exchanger. 

5. The ammonia vapor coming from the evaporator enters the absorber and the mixing between the 
weak solution coming from generator and the ammonia vapor coming from evaporator (absorption) 

occurs. The absorption process rejects heat to the external re-cooling water circuit (exothermic 
process) which is connected to the absorber heat exchanger. The result of the mixing or absorption 

process is called strong solution and it goes to the generator through solution heat exchanger. Hence, 
the cycle of absorption cooling is completed. 

2.2 Zero-order model of absorption cycle 

The factor that determines the performance of a thermodynamic cycle is the losses of thermodynamic 
availability or exergy, or in the other word, irreversibility. In an absorption cycle, the sources of 
irreversibility are the heat transfer and internal losses. The zero-order absorption cycle is based on the 
concept of modeling that accounts only for the processes that contribute to the largest irreversibility 
which is the heat transfer between the system and its surrounding. Thus, the internal losses are ignored in 
this model (Harold, et al., 1996). These are the benefits of using this model: 

1. The ability to predict the performance of cycle (COP) is remarkably well, considering the minimal 
effort that is needed to build this simple model 

2. It is also capable to predict the minimum heat input for the cycle. 

                                                      
1 The weak and strong solution refers to the ammonia concentration in the solution. In other words, the strong 
solution has higher ammonia concentration than the weak solution (ASHRAE, 1993). 
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Figure 2.2 Zero-order model schematic (Harold, et al., 1996; Martin, 2012) 

The zero-order model is built based on the three available temperatures level in an absorption cycle, such 
as shown in Figure 2.2. The blocked marked ARS (Absorption Refrigeration System) represents the 
internal work of the absorption cycle. Since the internal losses are ignored, this blocked marked is 
assumed to be reversible. The zero-order model emphasizes on the heat transfer losses. Thus, the thermal 

resistance for the three temperature levels are presented by 7, . The heat transfer calculations in zero-order 
model are presented by equation 2-1,2-2, and 2-3. 

 8% = �% − �%,
7%  2-1 

 8* = �*, − �*
7*  2-2 

 8) = �) − �),
7)  2-3 

 

The overall energy balance in the system is presented by equation 2-4 with steady state assumption, and 
the work of pump and internal losses are neglected (Harold, et al., 1996). This equation implies that the 

sum of the exothermic reaction (8% and 8)) is equal to the endothermic reaction (8*). In addition, the 
performance (COP) of the cycle is presented by equation 2-5. 

 8% + 8) =	8*  2-4 

 "=> =	8)
8%

= �),
�%, ?

�%, − �*,
�*, − �),@ 2-5 

Equation 3-32 to 2-5 gives five equations and six unknowns. Thus, another equation is needed in order to 
be able to get the outputs of these equations. By assuming that absorber and condenser are in the same 
temperature, equation 2-6 can be derived. In this equation, the temperature difference between the 
evaporator and condenser is assumed to be the same as between absorber and generator. In addition, this 
assumption is only valid for single-effect absorption cycle. 

 �%, −	�*, = 	�*, −	�),  2-6 
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Figure 2.3 Temperature levels at zero-order model (Harold, et al., 1996) 

It should be noted that heat transfer potential difference can be the same or different, depends on the size 
and type of heat exchanger in each temperature level. The minimum heat input can be calculated such as 
shown by equation 2-7 referring to Figure 2.3. This equation assumes that the temperature difference 

($�%') is equal at the three temperature levels2. Equation 2-8 gives the definition of the temperature lift 

which is the difference between the heat rejection temperature �*  and the refrigeration temperature �)  

(Harold, et al., 1996). 

 

�% = A$�+,/' + 2$�%,C + 2$�%' + �*  

= $�+,/' + 4$�%' + �*  

2-7 

 $�+,/' = �* − �)  2-8 

The example of the minimum heat input needed can be calculated with inputs3  �)  is 6 °C, �*  = 31 °C, 

and the ∆T for the three temperature levels are 1 °C. Using equation 2-7, it is found out that the �% = 60 
°C. This means by using the analysis of zero-order model, 70 °C which is the temperature of hot water 
coming from district heating is capable to run the single-effect chiller with the required input. The 
difference between 70 °C and minimum heat input temperature that is calculated by zero-order model, 
can be interpreted as the additional heat input needed to overcome the internal losses that is not 
considered by zero-order model. 

2.3 Working fluids for absorption cycle 

There are many research and effort to find a new working pairs to be used for absorption cycle to 
overcome the limitations of current working pairs used in absorption cycle. These are the following 
required characteristics for working pair in an absorption cycle (Ramgopal, 2012a; Sun & Zhang, 2012): 

1. High solubility of the refrigerant with the solution inside the generator. 

2. Large difference between refrigerant and absorbent boiling point (more than 200 °C) to ensure 
that only refrigerant that is vaporized in the generator. In the other word, this is to ensure that 
only pure refrigerant circulates through condenser, expansion device, evaporator before entering 
back to absorber. 

                                                      
2 ℎ� subscript refers to heat transfer 
3 These inputs values are matched with the PINK PC19 absorption chiller and Swedish district cooling requirement 
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3. The heat of mixing due to the absorption process in the generator should exhibit small heat of 
mixing. The purpose of having a small heat of mixing is to achieve high COP. However, the 
higher the solubility of the refrigerant with the solution, the heat of mixing would be higher also. 
This contradicts with the first statement. Hence, in practice a trade-off is necessary between 
solubility and heat of mixing. 

4. The solution should have a high thermal conductivity and low viscosity for high temperature. 
5. The solution does not suffer crystallization or solidification inside the system 
6. The solution should be safe, chemically stable, non-corrosive, inexpensive and widely available. 

The most commonly used working pairs at the moment are NH3-H2O and LiBr-H2O due to their good 
energy performance (Sun & Zhang, 2012; Wu & Eames, 2000), although these working pairs have also 
some drawbacks according to the required characteristics for absorption cycle working pair mentioned 
above. Table 2-1 shows the comparison between these two working pairs in term of refrigerant, absorbent 
and solution characteristic: 

Table 2-1 Comparison between NH3-H2O and LiBr-H2O (Harold, et al., 1996) 

Property NH3-H2O LiBr-H2O 

Refrigerant   
High latent heat Good Excellent 

Moderate vapor pressure Too high Too low 
Low freezing temperature Excellent Limited application 

Low viscosity Good Good 
Absorbent   

Low vapor pressure Poor Excellent 
Low viscosity Good Good 

Solution   
No solid phase Excellent Limited application 
Low toxicity Poor Good 

High affinity between refrigerant 
and absorbent 

Good Good 

As it can be seen in Table 2-1, each working pair has their own advantage and disadvantage. In term of 
pressure, both working pairs give too high or too low values. In NH3-H2O, the high pressure can be 
more than 10 bars so that the temperature of the heat input can be used to separate ammonia from water 
at desorber/generator. If the high pressure is too low, the heat input temperature required would be very 
high. Since the pressure needed is high and also hazardous characteristic of ammonia, the absorption cycle 
using NH3-H2O must have a good seal in order to avoid leaking from inside the system to the 
environment and also warning system if there is any leaking occurred. 

The main advantage of utilizing NH3-H2O compared to LiBr-H2O is its ability to be used for wide range 

of temperature including refrigeration temperature below 0 °C and also no need to be afraid of 
crystallization issue. In NH3-H2O, the fluid that acts as refrigerant is ammonia, which has a very low 

freezing point of -33 °C at 1 bar pressure (ASHRAE, 2009). On the other hand, the material that acts as 
refrigerant in LiBr-H2O is water. Thus, it cannot be used for producing ice since the refrigerant water 
itself will get frozen. 

The main drawback of utilizing NH3-H2O compared to LiBr-H2O is the small boiling point difference 

between the refrigerant and the absorbent which is only 133 °C (Ramgopal, 2012b). On the other hand, 

boiling point difference between lithium bromide and water is more than 1000 °C at its operating 
absorption cycle temperature (ASHRAE, 2009). Thus, the consequence is the vapor coming out from 
generator may contain not only ammonia but also water. That is why in most of the case, NH3/H2O 
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absorption cycle system has an additional component which is called rectifier. The function of this 
component is to reduce the water content in the ammonia vapor coming out from the generator. 

PINK PC19 single-effect absorption chiller utilizes NH3-H2O. However, it does not have a rectifier after 
its generator. The only process used is a short gas cleaning to remove ammonia vapor from weak solution 
coming from generator. The main reason for not having a rectifier component that is claimed by the 

manufacturer is that the heat input temperature for nominal operation is only 85 °C which is lower than 
the boiling point of water4. Thus, the water is assumed not to vaporize at that temperature. In addition, 
the generator and condenser pressure of absorption chiller can reach up to 12 bars. At this pressure, the 

water boiling point becomes 188 °C (Çengel & Boles, 2002). 

2.4 Thermodynamic properties of NH3-H2O solution 

The four important properties of NH3-H2O solution in an absorption cycle are the composition, volume, 
enthalpy, pressure, and temperature. These properties are important since they are used in the single-effect 
absorption cycle modeling using the software. Although the properties of the solution and the refrigerant 
are defined automatically by the software, it is really beneficial to know the thermodynamic meaning for 
each property so that when something thermodynamically wrong or non-sense occurs in the simulation 
result, one can notice it immediately. 

2.4.1 Solution composition 

There are two terms of composition that are important since those are used to obtain the value of the 
other properties of the solution such as temperature, pressure and also enthalpy. Those are mass fraction 

(ƹ) and mole/solution fraction (�). For NH3-H2O solution, the mass and mole fraction are defined in 

term of ammonia. ƹ can be defined as the ratio of ammonia mass to the total solution mass, such as 
shown by equation 2-9: 

 ƹ = ��
�� +��

 2-9 

� is defined as the ratio of mole fraction of ammonia to the mole fraction of the solution: 

 � = ��
�� + ��  2-10 

�� and �� are respectively the number of moles of ammonia and water in solution. They can be obtained 
from the respective masses in solution and molecular weights: 

 �� = ��
��

 2-11 

 �� = ��
��

 2-12 

�� and �� are the molecular weight of ammonia and water. Their values are respectively 17 kg/kmol and 
18 kg/kmol (Ramgopal, 2012b). 

2.4.2 Ideal NH3-H2O solution 

The ideal ammonia-water solution properties are defined as the mass or mole weighted average of 
ammonia and water from equation 2-9 and 2-10. Equation 2-13 and 2-14 show respectively the ideal 

solution volume ( 6,F), and enthalpy (ℎ6,F) calculation. Index G and � refer to respectively ammonia 

and water. The second term which is (1 - ƹ) refers to the water component of the solution. This is correct 
since the total summation of ammonia and water mass fraction is equal 1. 
                                                      
4 Normal boiling point of water at 1 bar pressure is 100 °C. The physical characteristic of a fluid is when its pressure 
is higher; the boiling point value is also increased (Çengel & Boles, 2007). 
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  6,F = ƹ.  � + I1 − ƹK.  L  2-13 

 ℎ6,F = ƹ. ℎ� + I1 − ƹK. ℎL  2-14 

The ideal solution pressure (M6,F) for liquid phase follows the Raolt’s law such as shown in equation 2-15. 

For pressure, � is used instead of ƹ (Ramgopal, 2012a). 

 M6,F = �. M� + I1 − �K. ML  2-15 

2.4.3 Real NH3-H2O solution 

The real solution deviates from ideal solution due to the real solution contracts or expand during mixing 

process which implies that the real  6,F is not the same as the weighted mass average of ammonia and 
water. Thus, equation 2-13 is not valid for real solution. The other reason is mixing process is an 

exothermic reaction which means that results in heat of mixing (positive $ℎ6,F). Hence, equation 2-14 is 
also not valid for a real solution. Instead, equation 2-16 is more appropriate for ideal solution enthalpy. 
This is also the reason of low COP value of an absorption cycle since heat-to-work conversion always 

produces heat losses generation such as $ℎ6,F. 

 NOPQ	ℎ6,F = ƹ. ℎ� + I1 − ƹK. ℎL + $ℎ6,F  2-16 

The profile of NOPQ	ℎ6,F in accordance with ideal ℎ6,F  is shown in Figure 2.4. It is obvious that due to 

$ℎ6,F, the enthalpy of real solution becomes less than its ideal value. When the concentration value 

approaches 0 (pure water) or 1 (pure ammonia), the real  ℎ6,F  value is closer to the ideal one. 

 

Figure 2.4 Enthalpy - mass fraction diagram of real and ideal NH3-H2O solution at constant temperature (Ramgopal, 
2012a) 

Due to the two reasons mentioned for deviation of real solution from the ideal solution mentioned above, 

the pressure value for real solution also deviates. The profile of real M6,F compared to ideal M6,F  in 

various solutions concentration is given by Figure 2.5. The real M6,F value is lower than the ideal  M6,F (-
ve line). It is obvious also that when the concentration approaches pure component either 0 or 1, the real 

M6,F is closer to the ideal curve. 
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Figure 2.5 Pressure-concentration diagram of real and ideal NH3-H2O solution at constant temperature (Ramgopal, 
2012a) 

The solution of NH3-H2O can have two-phases (liquid and vapor at the same time). Thus, two new terms 

are introduced. Those are ƹR  as the liquid phase mass fraction, and  ƹS as the vapor phase mass fraction. 

Figure 2.6 shows the real M6,F value with ƹR  and ƹS as inputs. 

 

Figure 2.6 Real TUVW in two-phase real NH3-H2O solution (Ramgopal, 2012b) 

2.4.4 Temperature characteristic of real NH3-H2O solution 

There are two important terms in a real NH3-H2O solution. Those are the boiling and dew point. Boiling 

temperature ��&,+   is defined as the temperature at which the first bubble appears from a NH3-H2O 

liquid solution. The dew point �4)� is defined as the temperature at which the last liquid droplet 

vaporizes. When the solution temperature is below ��&,+ , it is said that the solution is in sub-cooled state 

(both ammonia and water are in liquid state). Furthermore, when the solution temperature is above �4)�, 
it is said that the solution is in superheated state (both ammonia and water are in steam state). Finally, if 

the solution temperature is in between ��&,+ and �4)� , it is said that the solution is in two-phase state 
(ammonia and water have both liquid and steam form). Figure 2.7 shows the temperature profile of NH3-

H2O solution with different ƹR  and ƹS at constant pressure. It should be noted that the temperature 
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difference5 between ��&,+  and �4)� depends on the boiling point difference between the absorbent and 
refrigerant (Harold, et al., 1996). 

 

Figure 2.7 Equilibrium temperature-concentration of NH3-H2O solution at constant pressure (Ramgopal, 2012b; 
Ganesh & Srinivas, 2010) 

2.4.5 Enthalpy definition of NH3-H2O solution in two-phases 

Figure 2.8 explains the enthalpy of NH3-H2O in two-phase state. The solution or refrigerant in two-
phases can occur after throttling device. 

 

Figure 2.8 Enthalpy of NH3-H2O solution in two-phases (Ramgopal, 2012b) 

A new term is introduced which is the two-phase mass fraction of point b as shown in Figure 2.8. This 
term is used to calculate the quality of two-phase solution at point b, such as presented by equation 2-17. 

 �� = ƹ� − ƹR
ƹS − ƹR  2-17 

Thus, when �� is calculated, the ℎ� can be calculated using equation 2-18: 

                                                      
5 In some literature, the difference between ��&,+ and �4)� is called temperature glide 
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 ℎ� = �� . ℎ� + I1 − ��K. ℎL 2-18 

 

2.5 Absorber 

The mixing process between the absorbent and refrigerant vapor occurs in the absorber. Figure 2.9 shows 
the two entering streams coming to the absorber and becoming one stream after passing through the 
absorber. In actual absorber, stream 2 is the weak solution coming from the generator. In Pink PC19 
absorption chiller, the ammonia vapor mixed with the weak solution is removed by a short gas cleaning 
process before entering the absorber. The purpose of doing so is to enable the weak solution to absorb 
more refrigerant vapor coming from the evaporator. The other incoming stream (stream 1) is the 
ammonia refrigerant vapor. The result of refrigerant absorption by the absorbent is called strong solution 
since it contains more ammonia compared to the weak solution. 

 

Figure 2.9 Mixing process in the absorber 

Referring to Figure 2.9, the important equations in the absorber can be defined. Those are two mass 
balances and one energy balance, which are represented respectively by equation 2-19, 2-20, and 2-216: 

 �X +�Y = �Z 2-19 

 �X�X +�Y�Y = �Z�Z  2-20 

 82 = �XℎX +�YℎY −�ZℎZ 2-21 

Equation 2-19 and 2-20 are the mass balance equation that does not care whether the solution is 

considered as ideal or not. When assuming that the solution is ideal, ℎZ can be calculated using equation 

2-22. The value of ℎZ in an ideal solution will lay in a tie line between ℎX and ℎY- However, in the heat of 

mixing is considered in a real solution as presented in Figure 2.4. Thus, instead of using equation 2-22, ℎZ 
is obtained by using enthalpy concentration diagram for NH3-H2O solution that is available in many 
refrigeration references. Furthermore, the external re-cooling water circuit connected to the absorber is 

shown by �)F')(-2+X and �)F')(-2+Y	in Figure 2.9. Therefore, �)F')(-2+Y	must have a higher temperature 

compared to �)F')(-2+X. The reason is the heat of mixing rejected by the absorption process raises the 

temperature of �)F')(-2+X becoming �)F')(-2+Y	. 
 ℎX�X + ℎY�Y = ℎZ  2-22 

                                                      
6 The energy balance in each component of the absorption chiller is arranged so it gives positive value regarding it is 
exothermic or endothermic reaction 
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The external water circuit in the absorber is termed as re-cooling water circuit since it acts as the heat sink 
for the absorption cycle where the heat is rejected. Furthermore, the heat sink for the exothermic process 
in absorber and condenser usually has the same re-cooling water circuit (Same temperature). The 
configuration can be in parallel or series. The parallel configuration with mass flow rate in each 
component equal to 100% of series flow rate has the highest COP compared to other configuration 
(Harold, et al., 1996). However, series configuration implies in more simple installation and control 
system. Thus, the choice between parallel or series depends on one’s preference. 

2.6 Generator/Desorber 

The desorption process occurs in generator where the generation of vapor from the condensed liquid 
phase of the solution. Figure 2.10 left shows the one stream in the generator separated becoming two 
streams with their properties. In actual generator, stream 1 is the weak solution coming from the absorber. 
Stream 2 is the strong solution going to the absorber, and stream 3 is the refrigerant ammonia vapor. 

 

Figure 2.10 Desorption process in generator (left), enthalpy concentration diagram in the generator (right) 

Referring to Figure 2.10 (left), the important equations in the generator can be defined. Those are two 
mass balances and one energy balance, which are represented by equation 2-23, 2-24, and 2-25: 

 �Y +�Z = �X 2-23 

 �Y�Y +�Z�Z = �X�X  2-24 

 8. = �YℎY +�ZℎZ −�XℎX  2-25 

The enthalpy value at each stream and also the heat input requirement to establish desorption process in 
the generator is given in Figure 2.10 (right). A similar graphical way can be also used to describe how 
much heat is rejected in the absorber. 

The strong solution (Stream 3) is assumed to be always in the saturated condition while the weak solution 
(Stream 1) can be in sub-cooled state or saturated and the refrigerant vapor can be in saturated or 
superheated state. Furthermore, from Figure 2.10 right, there are four heat input possible values: 

1. Line 1’ – 2’: heat input for generating superheated refrigerant vapor by a sub-cooled weak 
solution. 

2. Line 1’ – 2: heat input for generating saturated refrigerant vapor by a sub-cooled weak solution. 
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3. Line 1 – 2’: heat input for generating superheated refrigerant vapor by a saturated weak solution. 
4. Line 1 - 2: heat input for generating saturated refrigerant vapor by a saturated weak solution. 

2.7 Condenser 

Referring to Figure 2.11 left, two important equations in the condenser are the mass and energy balance 
equation, such as shown in equation 2-26 and 2-27: 

 �[-! = �&5' = �!!  2-26 

 8* = 	�Iℎ[- − ℎ&5'K!  2-27 

There are three temperature profiles at the refrigerant side such as shown in Figure 2.11 right. Those are 
sensible temperature change from superheated to saturated state, latent constant temperature from dew to 
boiling point, and sensible temperature change from saturated to sub-cooled state. 

 

Figure 2.11 Condensing process in condenser (left) and temperature profiles in condenser (right) 

The three temperatures available in the condenser would make the calculation becoming complicated for 
heat transfer calculation. Thus, the common method used is to assume that there is an average constant 
temperature throughout the condensation process (Ramgopal, 2012c; Harold, et al., 1996), shown by the 
red line in Figure 2.11 right. By using this assumption, the LMTD in the absorber can be defined, such as 
shown in equation 2-28. 

 
\��]* = �)F',&5' − �)F',,-

ln	I�* − �)F',&5'�* − �)F',,- K
 2-28 

2.8 Throttling device 

The most important assumption of throttling device is that it is taken as an adiabatic process. This 
assumption results in the constant enthalpy process, such as shown by equation 2-29.  The mass flow of 
refrigerant through throttling device is the same as the mass flow through condenser and evaporator. 

 ℎX = ℎY 2-29 
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The difference between incoming and outgoing stream is the temperature, pressure and also its gas quality. 
The outlet state of throttling device could be sub-cooled or some portion of the liquid can vaporize as it 
passes through the throttle (Two-phase). The more sub-cooled the incoming stream from the condenser, 
the fewer vapors will be contained in the outgoing stream and the better COP value can be obtained 
(Harold, et al., 1996). Figure 2.12 shows the incoming and outgoing stream at the throttling device and the 
enthalpy fraction diagram of throttling process. 

 

Figure 2.12 Throttling process of NH3-H2O solution (Ramgopal, 2012b) 

2.9 Evaporator 

The mass balance in the evaporator is the same as in the condenser so does the energy equation which is 
the multiplication of the mass flow flowing through the evaporator with incoming and outgoing enthalpy 
difference. The three temperature profiles also occurs in the evaporator since the sub-cooled stream 
coming from the expansion valve is vaporized to saturated or superheated vapor by the evaporator. Figure 
2.13 left shows the incoming and outgoing stream through the evaporator with its properties (left) and the 
constant average temperature for the evaporator. Referring to Figure 2.13 right, the LMTD for evaporator 
can also be obtained, such as shown in equation 2-30. 

 
\��]) = �)F',,- − �)F',&5'

ln	I �)F',,- − �)�)F',&5' − �)K
 2-30 
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Figure 2.13 Evaporation process in evaporator (left) and temperature profiles in the evaporator (right) 

2.10 Solution pump 

The pump in the solution circuit has two functions, to circulate the weak solution through solution heat 

exchangers and to increase the pressure from absorber (M+&�K)to the generator pressure (M%,.%). The 

pump work is given in equation 2-31 (Harold, et al., 1996): 

 ^#56# = IM%,.% − M+&�K
 .�!
_#  2-31 

  is the volume of liquid and _# is the pump efficiency. 

2.11 Solution Heat Exchanger (SHX) 

Located between absorber and generator, the SHX has a function to transfer the heat energy contained in 
the weak solution from the generator to the strong solution from the absorber. This component is very 
important for the absorption cycle performance since it reduces the heat input required for the generator 
by preheating the strong solution. Figure 2.14 shows the process of heat transfer between the weak and 
strong solution. 

 

Figure 2.14 Heat transfer process in SHX 
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2.12 Heat transfer 

Heat transfer between the external water circuit with the internal component of the absorption chiller and 
the heat transfer in the solution heat exchanger are important to determine the performance of the 
absorption chiller. These are the main equation to be used for heat transfer in this thesis’s absorption 
chiller: 

 8 = `G × \��] 2-32 

 8 = �! × "# × $� 2-33 

UA is the overall heat transfer coefficient multiplied by the heat exchanger area, "# is heat capacity of 

water and $� is the temperature difference between incoming and outgoing external water circuit. 

2.13 Comparison between vapor comparison system and 

absorption cycle 

Since both vapor compression system and absorption system are closed cycles for refrigeration purpose, 
there are several similar characteristics between both methods. Table 2-2 presents the similarities and 
differences of these two cycles (Bhatia, 2013). 

Table 2-2 Similarities and differences of vapor compression and absorption refrigeration system 

Similarities Differences 

1. Refrigerant circulates inside the system passing 
through condenser, expansion device and 
evaporator. 

2. Both cycles have a device to increase the 
refrigerant pressure and also expansion devices 
to reduce the pressure. 

3. Refrigerant vapor is condensed at high 
pressure and temperature. This process rejects 
heat to the environment (exothermic reaction) 

4. Refrigerant vapor is vaporized at low pressure 
and temperature creating endothermic process. 
This process takes heat from the environment 
(endothermic reaction) 

1. The main driver for vapor compression 
system is the electricity to operate the 
mechanical compressor. On the other hand, 
the driver for absorption refrigeration system 
is thermal energy. 

2. The absorption refrigeration system uses 
refrigerant that does not create environmental 
hazard as the vapor compression system does 
with its CFC. 

3. The only moving part inside the absorption 
chiller is the solution pump, while the 
mechanical compressor in the vapor 
compression system is the main moving part. 

 

Another main difference between both cycles is the way to raise the pressure. In vapor compression 
refrigeration system, the vapor is compressed mechanically by its compressor such as shown by Figure 
2.15. In absorption chiller, the vapor is absorbed in the absorbent to form liquid solution before it is 
pumped to high pressure by solution pump. Thus, for the same pressure difference, the work input 
required to pump a liquid (solution) is significantly less than the work required for compressing vapor due 
to the small specific volume of liquid such as shown by equation 2-31. 

Table 2-2 shows that there are many advantages of an absorption cycle compared to a vapor compression 
system. However, in term of technical performance, the absorption system has much less COP compared 
to the vapor compression system mainly because the absorption device receives heat instead of work for 
its power input. Therefore, it must perform the heat-to-work conversion internally that generates entropy 
or heat loss during its conversion (Gordon & Ng, 1995; Myat, et al., 2011).  In addition, a safety 
precaution should be addressed carefully when having an absorption cycle with NH3-H2O as the working 
pair. This is because of its hazardous characteristic of ammonia water solution that can be toxic by 
inhalation, creates burn injury, and also very toxic to aquatic organism (Pink GmbH, 2011). 
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Figure 2.15 Generator and absorber in absorption chiller replace the mechanical compressor (Martin, 2012) 

Considering the potential of district heating in Sweden, the absorption system is clearly a more 
appropriate technology than the vapor compression system to satisfy the cooling demand that cannot be 
fulfilled by the district cooling. Utilizing the excessive hot water production from district heating or waste 
heat from CHP plant to drive absorption system instead of producing additional electricity to operate 
vapor compression system would be smart strategy for a long term plan to deal with the increasing cooling 
demand in a country such as Sweden. This strategy saves money and in term of environmental perspective 
since it does not contribute to global warming. 
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3 Modeling of single-effect NH3-H2O absorption cycle 

The importance of having a literature review before performing the modeling simulation is to get the 
knowledge and experience from the published work about single-effect NH3-H2O absorption chiller, so it 
will result in time saving for performing the modeling for this thesis. Before presenting the modeling 
simulation section, the published work review about state-of-the-art of the sorption refrigeration 
technology and single-effect NH3-H2O simulation are given.  

3.1 Literature review of single-effect ammonia water 

absorption cycle 

Absorption chiller has various types and sizes since it has a long history of development. The current 
development of absorption chiller is mainly aimed at having a better COP, lifetime, simpler construction 
and lower heat source temperature (Thirakomen, 2009; Pilatowsky, et al., 2011). Double and triple effect 
absorption chiller has higher COP compared to single-effect absorption chiller. A double effect 
absorption chiller has the COP as defined in equation 3-32 (Srikhirin, et al., 2001). However, when 

considering integration with district heating that has hot water temperature of 70° C, single-effect would 
be the most appropriate to be chosen since double and triple stage requires higher input temperature of 

approximately more than 100 °C (Figueredo, et al., 2008).   

 "=>b&5�+) = "=>c,-.+) + I"=>c,-.+)KY 3-1 

Jerko Labus (Labus, 2011) investigated five modeling methods for PINK PC12 absorption chiller with the 
capacity of 10 kW. The only method out of those five that fully describes the internal processes by 
physical and thermodynamic principle was the law of thermodynamic model, while the other models were 
semi-empirical or completely empirical. Furthermore, assuming UA value as constant in the modeling 
would not result in a good agreement with the experiment result. The reason was that the UA value 
changed with temperature and mass flow. 

Several published works stated that the manufacturer data is important to improve the modeling to have 
right agreement with the experimental data. Ronald Muhumuza and Jerco Labus (Muhumuza, 2010; 
Labus, 2011) suggested that having the manufacturer performance data would be valuable especially when 
there is no experiment comparison available. Kaynakli and Kilic (Kaynakli & Kilic, 2006) investigated the 
effect of different operating conditions on the performance of absorption refrigeration cycle such as 
variation of condenser and absorber temperature, generator and evaporator temperature, effectiveness of 
SHX  and refrigerant heat exchanger (RHX). The investigation result showed that the performance of the 
thermal load in condenser and evaporator were not affected by the absorber temperature, if the absorber 
and condenser have their own external water circuit. Furthermore, the COP value of the system is largely 
affected by the external water circuit temperature profile. Increasing the incoming hot water temperature 
to the generator and cold water to the evaporator generally has the tendency to increase the COP of the 
system. On the other hand, the increasing of absorber and condenser incoming water temperature will 
decrease the COP. It is concluded also that the RHX effect is very small compared to SHX since it only 
gives 2% of COP increase, while the presence of SHX could increase the COP up to 44%. 

The second law of thermodynamic has been discussed in many published works to understand the 
behavior of the absorption cycle (Myat, et al., 2011; Aphornratana & Eames, 1995). This law is used to 
identify and quantify the performance degradation and the components responsible for it. It is found out 
that the generator contributes to the largest entropy generation approximately 79% of the total internal 
entropy generation. The thermal energy that is dissipated by the heat transfer losses at the generator 
causes the reduction in the generator heat requirement in the system. In addition, the experiment result 
lays about 70-80% of the calculated values. This implies that the heat loss from the generator has a strong 
effect on the COP (Kong, et al., 2010). 
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Another important aspect in a modeling simulation is to choose the appropriate software. One of the 
main factors to decide which software to be used is the objective itself. In this thesis, the detail internal 
process of a single-effect absorption chiller is observed through the first law of thermodynamic. Thus, 
Engineering Equation Solver (EES) is chosen to simulate the single-effect absorption chiller of PINK PC 
19. This software has been widely used for absorption chiller simulation in many published works since 
the properties of working fluids for the absorption cycle including NH3-H2O and LiBr-H2O are 
available, easy coding format and also its reputation to have a good agreement with the experimental result 
(Somers, 2009). 

3.2 EES modeling of single-effect ammonia-water absorption 

cycle 

In order to justify the simulation, two analysis methods are performed. The first one is analysis with the 
thermodynamic theory. This analysis consists of the influence of the heat input and re-cooling 
temperature to the COP, influence of Solution heat exchanger (SHX) to the COP and UA value analysis. 
The second analysis is comparison with the manufacturer data at the nominal operation. After the 
simulation justification has been performed to prove that the simulation is in the right direction, the main 
result of the simulation which is the cool-off of hot water circuit is given. 

The modeling for single-effect absorption chiller in this thesis is modified from an existing model of 
single-effect absorption chiller model in chapter 9 of “Absorption chillers and heat pumps” (Harold, et al., 
1996).  However, the reference model is a standalone single-effect NH3-H2O absorption chiller system 
which means that the energy inputs for each component is given by a value directly, instead of defining 
the external water circuit connected to generator, condenser, evaporator and absorber. Thus, some 
modifications are made from this existing model: 

1 Removing the existing rectifier between generator and condenser. 
2 Addition of the external water flow circuits to the generator, condenser, evaporator and 

absorber. The re-cooling water circuit is installed parallel for the condenser and absorber. This 
means that the condenser and absorber get the same external water temperature value. 

3 The refrigerant heat exchanger (RHX) located between throttling device and evaporator is not 
used since this component does not exist in PINK PC19 absorption chiller. 

 

Figure 3.1 Schematic of the single-effect absorption cycle referring to absorption chiller PINK PC19 by PINK GmbH 
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Figure 3.1 shows the simulation model schematic for this thesis. The index number of component coming 
out of the generator in the figure is 9 instead of 7. This is the consequence due to the rectifier removal 
from the existing model since number 7 and 8 are used as the index of the components inside the rectifier.  
This model has a thermodynamic state at each point. In real condition, it will change depends on the 
temperature, pressure and concentration of the solution or refrigerant. However, for the sake of 
simplification, several assumptions and considerations are derived: 

1. The simulation runs on steady state condition. 

2. There are only two internal pressures that are considered. Those are high pressure at the 
generator & condenser and low pressure at evaporator & absorber. Furthermore, the pressure 

drops across the chiller’s components are negligible. 
3. Although there is no rectifier, the concentration of ammonia coming out from the generator is 

considered to be almost pure or 99,9%. 

4. Refrigerant and solution throttling valve are considered to be isentropic (Enthalpy value before 
and after entering throttling valve do not change). 

5. The solution pump is assumed to be isentropic. This means that the enthalpy change across the 
pump is defined only by the volume multiplied with the pressure change (Harold, et al., 1996). 

6. The solution heat exchanger efficiency value is 0,9 as suggested by David Hannl in its published 

work about PINK PC absorption chiller performance (Hannl & Rieberer , 2011). 
7. The refrigerant vapor leaving the generator (State point 9) is assumed to be superheated at its 

respective temperature. 
8. The condensed refrigerant leaving the condenser (State point 10) and the vapor leaving the 

evaporator (State point 13) are assumed to be saturated at their respective saturation 

temperatures. 
9. The sub-cooled heat exchanger between condenser and evaporator is deactivated by setting its 

efficiency value at 0. 
10. The strong solution leaving the absorber (State point 1) and the weak solution leaving the 

generator (State point 4) are assumed to be saturated at their respective temperatures. 

Table 3-1 shows the corresponding thermodynamic state points in each internal point of the absorption 
cycle: 

Table 3-1 State Points in absorption cycle 

Point State 

1 Saturated vapor-liquid solution 

2 Sub-cooled liquid solution 

3 Saturated or sub-cooled liquid  solution 

4 Saturated liquid solution 

5 Sub-cooled liquid solution 

6 Saturated liquid-vapor solution (two-phases) 

9 Superheated refrigerant vapor 

10 Saturated refrigerant liquid 

11 Saturated liquid-vapor refrigerant (two-phases) 

12 Vapor-liquid refrigerant 

13 Saturated refrigerant vapor 

14 Saturated refrigerant vapor 

 

The relation between external water and internal working fluid temperature are established from the data 
from manufacturer. In the nominal condition stated by the manufacturer, the internal temperatures are 
given as (Halmdienst, 2012): 
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1. Generator temperature at weak solution side (T[4]): 77 °C. 

2. Condenser temperature (T[10]): 31 °C. 

3. Absorber internal temperature is not given in the manufacturer data, however it is assumed to be 
the same as the condenser temperature, since it is supplied by the same external water source. 

4. Evaporator temperature is given by equation 3-2  as suggested by (Hannl & Rieberer , 2011). This 
semi empirical equation represents the control algorithm in the evaporator that depends on input 

parameters that can be entered in the control panel system of the absorption chiller. 

 �()/,012 = I�3&+4,,- + �3&+4,&5'K
2 − I$�6,- + $�12(K ∗ 8)

80,e2F
 3-2 

Where, 

�()/,012 is the evaporator averaged temperature which is T[13] 

�3&+4,,-   is the chilled water temperature coming back to the absorption chiller which is T[22] 

�3&+4,&5'   is the chilled water temperature going out to the load which is T[21] 

$�6,-   is the minimal temperature difference limit set in the absorption chiller 

$�12(  is the variable additional temperature difference in the absorption chiller 

Furthermore, there are only three mass flows in this absorption cycle: 

1. Refrigerant mass flow rate coming out from generator to condenser, expansion valve, and 

evaporator, and goes back to absorber: �[9] 	= 	�[10] 	= 	�[11] 	= 	�[12] 	= 	�[13] 	=
	�[14].	

2. Strong solution flowing from absorber to the generator: �[1] 	= 	�[2] 	= 	�[3].	
3. Weak solution flowing from generator to absorber: �[4] 	= 	�[5] 	= 	�[6].	

3.2.1 Modeling variables 

The variables for modeling can be defined in 6 categories: 

1. Mass flow: three external water circuit and one internal refrigerant 
2. Temperature: four external inlet water circuit 
3. Gas quality: two at generator, one at condenser and evaporator, and two at condenser 
4. Efficiency: solution pump, SHX and RHX 

5. Control parameter: $�6,- and $�12(  
6. Heat capacity of external water 

Depending on the objective of the simulations performed, some of the variables mentioned in this section 
could be a fixed or varied input. All the index given in the following variables refer to Figure 3.1. 

3.2.1.1 Generator & External hot water circuit 

T[15] Hot water incoming temperature (C) 

�%&' Mass flow rate of hot water circuit (kg/s) 

q[4] Gas quality of the solution leaving generator to absorber 

q[9] Gas quality of the refrigerant leaving the generator to condenser 

x[9] Ammonia fraction of the refrigerant leaving the generator to condenser 

3.2.1.2 Condenser & External re-cooling water circuit 

T[19] Re-cooling water incoming temperature (C) 
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�()*&&+,-. Mass flow rate of re-cooling water circuit (kg/s) 

q[10] Gas quality of the condensed refrigerant leaving condenser 

x[10] Ammonia fraction of the condensed refrigerant leaving condenser 

3.2.1.3 Evaporator & External chilled water circuit 

T[22] Chilled water outgoing temperature (C) 

�()*&&+,-. Mass flow rate of re-cooling water circuit (kg/s) 

q[13] Gas quality of the refrigerant vapor leaving evaporator to absorber 

x[13] Ammonia fraction of the refrigerant vapor leaving evaporator to absorber 

3.2.1.4 Absorber &External re-cooling water circuit 

T[17] Hot water incoming temperature (C) 

�*&+4 Mass flow rate of hot water circuit, same as in the condenser (kg/s) 

q[1] Gas quality of the solution leaving absorber to generator 

q[6] Gas quality of the solution entering absorber from generator 

3.2.1.5 Other components 

Cp Heat capacity of external water circuit (kJ/kg C) 

m[1] Mass flow of refrigerant (kg/s) 

etap Isentropic efficiency of solution pump 

eshx Solution heat exchanger efficiency 

esc Effectiveness of condensate sub-cooled heat exchanger 

P_ext Pressure of external water circuit (1 atm) 

3.2.2 Mass & energy balance and heat transfer equations in each 

component 

In this section, the theory explained in chapter 2 is applied. In generator, condenser and absorber, there is 
a temperature relation equation which defines the temperature difference between internal component 
and external water temperature which value is 1. These equations are derived from the manufacturer data 
design at nominal operation design with an assumption that the temperature difference of 1 applied to all 
condition regardless different heat input or re-cooling water temperature given to the system (Halmdienst, 
2012). All the index numbers in this section refer to Figure 3.1. 

3.2.2.1 Generator 

There are 6 equations in the generators which consist respectively of 2 mass balance, 2 heat transfer, 1 
temperature, and 1 LMTD definition. 

 �[3] = I�[9] + �[4]K 3-3 

 �[3] × �[3] = I�[9] × �[9] + �[4] × �[4]K 3-4 

 8m = I�[9] × ℎ[9] + �[4] × ℎ[4] 	− 	�[3] × ℎ[3]K 3-5 

 8m	 = 	�ℎ�� × "M × I�[15] 	− 	�[16]K 3-6 

 �[4] = 	�[16] − 1 3-7 
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 \��]n = I�[15] − �[4]K − I�[16] − �[9]K
ln	 I�[15] − �[4]K

I�[16] − �[9]K
 

3-8 

At nominal operation, the manufacturer data design states that T[4] is 77 °C when T[16] is 78 °C 
(endothermic). Equation 3-7 is derived from this statement and it is assumed that the 1 °C difference can 
be used for all condition of absorption chiller operation. 

3.2.2.2 Condenser 

There are four equations in the condenser which consist respectively of 1 mass balance, 2 heat transfers, 1 
temperature relation, and 1 LMTD definition. 

 �[9] 	= 	�[10] 3-9 

 8o = �[9] × Iℎ[9] − ℎ[10]K 3-10 

 8o	 = 	�NOo��Qp�m × "M × I�[20] 	− 	�[19]K 3-11 

 �[10] 	= 	�[20] 	+ 	1 3-12 

 \��]3 = I�[10] − �[20]K − I�[10] − �[19]K
ln	 I�[10] − �[20]K

I�[10] − �[19]K
 

3-13 

At nominal operation, the manufacturer data design states that T[10] is 31 °C when T[20] is 30 °C 
(exothermic reaction). Equation 3-12  is derived from this statement and it is also assumed that the 1 °C 
difference can be used for all condition of absorption chiller operation. 

3.2.2.3 Evaporator 

There are four equations for the evaporator which consist respectively of 2 heat transfers, 1 temperature 
relation, and 1 LMTD definition. The temperature relation for evaporator has been given in equation 3-2. 
Thus, there are only three equations that are described here. 

 8O = �[13] × Iℎ[13] − ℎ[12]K 3-14 

 8O	 = 	�o�Qq × "M × I�[21] 	− 	�[22]K 3-15 

 \��]0 = I�[21] − �[13]K − I�[22] − �[13]K
ln	 I�[21] − �[13]K

I�[22] − �[13]K
 

3-16 

 

3.2.2.4 Absorber 

There are five equations for the absorber which consist of respectively 2 mass balance, 1 energy balance, 1 
heat transfer, and 1 temperature relation. Equation 3-21 implies that the internal temperature of absorber 
and condenser is assumed to be the same.  

 �[14] + �[6] = �[1] 3-17 

 �[1] × �[1] = �[14] × �[14] + �[6] × �[6] 3-18 

 8P = I�[14] × ℎ[14]K + I�[6] × ℎ[6]K 	− I�[1] × ℎ[1]K 3-19 

 8P	 = 	�NOo��Qp�m × "M × I�[18] 	− 	�[17]K 3-20 

 �[17] 	= 	�[19] 3-21 
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3.2.2.5 Solution Heat Exchanger (SHX) 

The purpose of equation at SHX is to obtain the enthalpy of solution coming out from the SHX to 

generator and absorber, respectively ℎ[3] and ℎ[5]. The equation describes the heat transfer from the part 
which has more quantity of heat to the less part. 

 8Qt = �[1] × Iℎ[3O] − ℎ[2]K 3-22 

8Qt	stands for the heat quantity at the left side or the rich solution side that comes from the absorber. 

ℎ[3O] is the enthalpy at point 3 that is known from the property of temperature of generator T[4], high 
pressure p[3], and strong solution x[3]. 

 8Nt = �[4] × Iℎ[5O] − ℎ[4]K 3-23 

8Nt	stands for the heat quantity at right side or the weak solution side coming from the generator. ℎ[5O] 
is the enthalpy at point three that is known from the property of temperature of solution after the solution 

pump �[2], low pressure M[5], and weak solution �[5]. Thus, the heat transfer rate can be expressed by 
equation 3-24 that firstly examines and choose which side has the lower heat quantity by function of MIN.  

After that, ℎ[3] value can be obtained by adding heat quantity multiplied with the efficiency of heat 

exchanger Otℎ�	to ℎ[2] (equation 3-25). Simultaneously, , ℎ[5]	can be obtained by subtracting ℎ[4] with 

the heat quantity transferred multiplied with efficiency of uvw (equation 3-26). 

 8�p� = �xyI8Qt; 8NtK 3-24 

 ℎ[3] = ℎ[2] + 8tℎ� × I8�p�/�[1]K 3-25 

 ℎ[5] = ℎ[4] − 8tℎ� × I8�p�/�[4]K 3-26 

In equation 3-25 and 3-26, 8�p� is divided by the mass flow rate, since it will be added or subtracted to 

the enthalpy that has unit of |}/|m (enthalpy per mass unit). 

3.2.2.6 Solution Pump 

In some modeling simulation, since the pump consumes a very small quantity of work, it is usually 

neglected and ℎ[1] would be the same as [2]. However, in this simulation, the work of pump is also 
considered as expressed by equation 3-27. In addition, the enthalpy change due to pump work is 

presented by equation 3-29.  [1] is the volumetric density of the solution at temperature �[1], low 

pressure >[1], and Gas quality 8[1] with unit of �Z/|m. O�PM	is the isentropic efficiency of the pump. 

 �M = �[1] × Iℎ[2] − ℎ[1]K 3-27 

 ℎ[2] = ℎ[1] + t^M 3-28 

 t^M =  [1] × IM[2] − M[1]K/O�PM 3-29 

 

3.2.2.7 Overall cycle equation 

In most of available modeling simulation, the coefficient of performance (COP) is defined as evaporator 
heat quantity divided by heat input needed in the generator. However, since the pump work is also 
calculated, the COP is expressed in more detail as shown in equation 3-30. Furthermore, in order to check 
whether all the heat quantity in four main components plus the pump are in equilibrium, equation 3-31 is 
used. The value has to be very close to zero. 

 "=> = 8O/I�M + 8mK 3-30 

 oℎOo|8 = 8m + 8O +�M − I8o + 8PK 3-31 
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3.3 Simulation result & justification 

Before giving the main result of this thesis which is the cool-off simulation result, the justifications based 
on thermodynamic theory & literature review, and comparison to manufacturer data are given in the 
following section.  

3.3.1 Thermodynamic analysis of the simulation 

First analysis in this section is to see the effect of the heat input and re-cooling water temperature 
variation to the performance of the chiller (COP) as represented respectively by Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3. 
In Figure 3.2, the roughly flat trend that is shown by COP curve can be explained by the zero-order model 
presented in chapter 2. Since absorption chiller is basically a three level temperature device, the 
temperature increase in the hot side would also increase the generator temperature and reduce the 
evaporator temperature. These two temperature changes cause both Qg and Qe to increase (Compensate 
each other), that is why the COP change is not obvious. However, the COP seems to slightly decrease 
when the inlet hot temperature is very high, this is mainly caused by the heat transfer irreversibility that 
overwhelms the increasing effect of Qg and Qe (Harold, et al., 1996).  

Figure 3.3 shows that increasing the re-cooling water temperature decrease the COP value. This is related 
to the process happen in the condenser and also in the absorber: 

1. The higher the re-cooling temperature available in the condenser, the more vapor flash instead of 
sub-cooled refrigerant liquid that comes out from the expansion valve after the condenser. 
Hence, less cooling effect would be produced in the evaporator. 

2. In the absorber, the higher re-cooling temperature means that less refrigerant vapor coming from 
the evaporator that can be absorbed by the weak solution. Thus, this affects the whole system 
performance, because the less refrigerant amount available in the strong solution, the less also 
refrigerant will be separated from the solution in the generator.  
 

 

Figure 3.2 The Influence of hot inlet temperature variation to COP 
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Figure 3.3 The Influence of heat rejection inlet temperature variation to COP 

The second analysis is about the SHX performance to the absorption cycle performance such as shown by 
Figure 3.4. As it can be seen, the efficiency of SHX has an important role to the whole cycle performance. 
The main reason is that there is more heat transferred from weak to strong solution in the SHX when the 
efficiency is higher. This transferred heat decreases the heat requirement in the generator significantly. In 
addition, this process also cools down the weak solution coming out from the generator that improves the 
performance of absorption process in the absorber. 

 

Figure 3.4 The SHX efficiency variation influence to COP 

The third analysis that is done is about the UA value as shown in Figure 3.5. It can be seen that with the 
re-cooling temperature change7, the UA values in all components change, except at the evaporator (UAe). 
This line is constant as the consequence of equation 3-2 which is a semi empirical approach in the 
modeling. The changes of UA values are because of the characteristic of the U value itself that depends on 
the temperature8 and mass flow9 (Incropera, et al., 2011). Hence, this concludes that the constant UA 
cannot be used for a simulation since it will give a result that is not in good agreement with the real 
situation.  
                                                      
7 Temperature change in one component will affect the other’s parameter in an absorption cycle, as this is also the 
case with the hot temperature input variation analysis previously. 
8 For U value calculation, the effect of temperature is presented by Nusselt number 
9 For U value calculation, the effect of mass flow is presented by Reynolds number 
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Figure 3.5 Influence of the re-cooling inlet temperature towards the UA values in each component 

3.3.2 Comparison of the simulation result to nominal operation 

manufacturer data 

Table 3-2 gives the performance data of the absorption chiller at nominal condition (The full nominal 
operation data is given in appendix B): 

Table 3-2 Operational data at nominal condition (Pink GmbH, 2010a) 

Performance data Unit Fan-coils Re-cooling System 
Cold water circuit Power kW 18,6 

Temp in & out °C 12/6 

Flow rate M3/h 2,7 
Hot water circuit Power kW 30 

Temp in & out °C 85/78 

Flow rate M3/h 3,6 
Heat Rejection 

Circuit (re-cooling) 
Power kW 30 

 Temp in & out °C 85/78 

 Flow rate M3/h 3,6 
 

In nominal condition as mentioned in Table 3-2, the cooling capacity produced is 18,6 kW. In addition, 
for the inputs given above the nominal condition, the cooling capacity could reach 21 kW (Hannl & 
Rieberer , 2011). However, it will not be discussed further since the aim of this thesis is to investigate the 
chiller at lower heat inputs given than the nominal condition.  

Figure 3.6 shows the performance chart at the same temperature in and out at each circuit while the heat 
input and re-cooling input temperature is varied: 
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Figure 3.6 Performance chart with at various heat input 

The objective of this simulation justification is to 
with the same input and compare it with the performance cha
3.7 shows the simulation flow process for this objective:

Figure 3.7 Flow chart of manufacturer data simulation comparison
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at various heat input temperature and cold water (LT) at 12/6 °C
2010a) 

The objective of this simulation justification is to recreate the manufacturer performance chart using EES 
with the same input and compare it with the performance chart given by the manufacturer,

process for this objective: 

Flow chart of manufacturer data simulation comparison 

e no data for the mass flows of each hot input temperature from the manufacturer
given in the simulation is adapted to match with the temperature difference 
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requirement as mentioned in Table 3-2 for each circuit (Trial and error method). Hence, Figure 3.7 shows 
the comparison of manufacturer data and the simulation result.  

 

Figure 3.8 Simulation and manufacturer data at different �ℎ�� and ~������V�� 

As it can be seen from Figure 3.8, the simulation result and manufacturer data shows a good agreement 
although there is a slight difference. These are the possible causes of the difference between the 
manufacturer data and the simulation result: 

1. The simulation does not account for the internal pressure drop of the refrigerant. This factor is 
not included because there is no way currently available to know the internal refrigerant mass flow 
and also its function of pressure loss. 

2. The heat exchanger efficiency is assumed to be 100% in the simulation while in the reality this 
value depends on the type and size of the heat exchanger, and the pressure and temperature of 
the stream passing through the heat exchanger. 

3. The linear assumption of internal and external temperature in the simulation as shown in equation 
3-2, 3-7, and 3-12. 

Analyzing point per point in each curve, it is found out that the biggest value difference is only 7,7% 

which is located at the �%&' = 85 C curve in Figure 3.8. This means that the assumption and linear 
temperature relation in the simulation is valid to be used to recreate the manufacturer performance chart. 

Furthermore, although the manufacturer data for �%&' = 70 C is not available, the simulation can give the 
cooling capacity that is valid referring to the other three curves that have a good agreement with the 
manufacturer curves. 
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3.3.3 Main Simulation result: 

Having done the simulation justification by 
this section presents the main result of simulation which is the hot temperature cool off 
absorption cycle’s COP. Figure 3.9 shows the 

this objective at �%&' = 70 °C and �
equations used in the modeling. Equations 1.1 to 1.10 in the box are the functions in EES that requires 
three inputs combination to get five outputs. For example, equation 1.1 at point 1 in the absorber is 
defined by giving input of t (temperature), p (pressure), and q (gas quality)
concentration), h (enthalpy), v (specific volume), and s (entropy)

different �%&' at 85, 80, 75 and 70 °C
effect to the COP. The way to vary the cool

circuit. The result of this simulation is four

different re-cooling inlet temperature respectively 22, 24, 26, 28, 30 
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Main Simulation result: Cool off at external hot water side

aving done the simulation justification by the thermodynamic analysis and manufacturer data simulation, 
this section presents the main result of simulation which is the hot temperature cool off influence

shows the example of block diagram of the simulation process with 

�()*&&+,-. = 22 °C. The box in the middle of Figure 

in the modeling. Equations 1.1 to 1.10 in the box are the functions in EES that requires 
to get five outputs. For example, equation 1.1 at point 1 in the absorber is 

defined by giving input of t (temperature), p (pressure), and q (gas quality). The outputs are
ecific volume), and s (entropy).  The simulation is performed on four 

C. In each �%&' temperature, the cool-off variation is 
The way to vary the cool-off is to change the mass flow of the hot water external 

The result of this simulation is four graphs of different �%&' 	with each graph have

inlet temperature respectively 22, 24, 26, 28, 30 °C. 

Block diagram of cool-off simulation at ~������V�� = 22 °C and ~��� = 70 °C

10 Cool-off simulation result with ����ℎℎℎℎ�������� = 85 °C 
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Figure 3.11 Cool-off simulation result with ~��� = 80 °C 

  

Figure 3.12 Cool-off simulation result with ~��� = 75 °C 
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Figure 3.13 Cool-off simulation result with ~��� = 70 °C 

Figure 3.10, Figure 3.11, Figure 3.12, and Figure 3.13 present the results of the simulation at various heat 
input temperature. The curve shows that the COP decreases with increasing cool-off value. Equation 2-33 
states that lowering the mass flow of external hot water circuit would result in higher temperature 
difference that can be obtained in the heat transfer process. However, this also brings a consequence 
which is higher minimum heat input requirement. This can be explained through zero-order model to get 
a value of minimum heat input for a certain condition, such as described in section 2.2. However, for 
cool-off in hot temperature side analysis effect to the COP, equation 2-7 has to be modified since it 
assumes that the driving temperature difference in all temperature levels (hot, re-cooling, and cold) is the 
same. Equation 3-32 shows the modified equation to calculate the minimum heat input requirement: 

 �% = $�+,/' + $�%&' + $�()*&&+,-. + $�*&+4 + �*  3-32 

These are the explanations of each variable in equation 3-32: 

1. �% is the heat input minimum requirement (°C) 

2. $�+,/'  is the difference between incoming re-cooling (T[17] or T[19]) and outgoing chilled water 

temperature (T[22]) 

3. $�%&' is the temperature difference between the system and environment at hot water side 

4. $�()*&&+,-. is the temperature difference between the system and environment at re-cooling 

water side 

5. $�*&+4  is the temperature difference between the system and environment at chilled water side 

6. �*  is the rejection water temperature (re-cooling) 

$�%&' is the parameter that will change since the difference between incoming and outgoing water 
temperature at hot side (cool-off) is varied to see the effect to the absorption chiller’s COP. Referring to 

Figure 3.1, $�%&' is defined as the difference between T[4] and T[15]. The value of T[4] will always be 

lower by 1°C than the outgoing hot water T[16] such as explained in equation 3-7. Thus, by putting the x-

axis as the hot water cool-off and �%  as the result of equation 3-32 in the y-axis, Figure 3.14 can be 
obtained. The inputs given refer to the equations for the modeling such as described in section 3.2.2. 

$�()*&&+,-. is 2°C (1°C for absorber and 1°C for condenser), $�*&+4  is 2 °C, $�%&'  is varied from 2.5 to 

31 °C, and �*  are 22,24,26,28,30 °C. 
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Figure 3.14 Minimum heat input temperature at various cool-off and re-cooling temperatures 

The orange horizontal line is the baseline of hot water temperature which is 70 °C. The points above it 

mean that 70 °C is not enough as heat input temperature to drive the absorption chiller at that certain 
value of cool-off. The result due to this insufficient heat input is the COP decreases significantly, as 
suggested by Ramgopal (Ramgopal, 2012d). It is also shown that the higher the temperature of re-cooling 

input water, the more points are located above the baseline �%&'  = 70 °C. That is why at higher re-cooling 
water temperature, the COP decreases rapidly starting at lower cool-off value such as shown in Figure 
3.10 – 3.13. Furthermore, it should be noted that zero-order model analysis only accounts for the heat 
transfer losses, but not the internal losses of the system. This means that the actual heat input requirement 
would be higher for each value of cool-off than those shown in Figure 3.14. Furthermore, to show that 
Figure 3.10 – 3.13 and Figure 3.14 agrees each other, an analysis can be done on the line of COP at 

�()*&&+  = 30 °C. In Figure 3.13, there is no curve �()*&&+  = 30 °C because as it can be seen in Figure 3.14 

that the heat input requirement is always more than 70 °C. That is why the simulation breaks down10 since 

cool-off value of 2,5 °C at �%&' = 70 °C and �()*&&+  = 30 °C. 

The simulation also shows consistent results with the thermodynamic analysis as the �%&' variation does 

not change the COP value while the �()*&&+,-. increase causes the decrease of the COP value. �()*&&+,-.	
is a very important parameter and it should be as reasonably low as possible if higher COP to be obtained 

while maintaining big cool-off value. For example, at �%&' 70 °C (in Figure 3.13), the COPs are 0,71 and 

0,61 at respectively 22 °C and 28 °C (at cool-off value of 5 °C). 

  

                                                      
10 Simulation break down in EES means that there is one or more variable that is not in the logical or reasonable 
value. For example, entropy and mass flow values cannot be negative. 
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4 Conclusion 

The obligatory elements of a competitive district heating/cooling system are a suitable cheap heat source, 
demands from the heat/cooling market, and pipes that connect the demand and the source. Those three 
elements should be all local in order to minimize the capital investment in the distribution network 
(Andrews, et al., 2012). Thus, the small scale /decentralized absorption cooling driven by district heating 
network can be considered to be very potential to be developed considering the resources availability in 
Sweden, especially by utilizing the excessive hot water during heating period in summer (Udomsri & 
Martin, 2012). The main benefits obtained by having this approach are the central heating plant does not 
have to decrease its production which means high efficiency can still be maintained and also the excessive 
hot water can be directly sold to the utility company that will produce the chilled water by absorption 
chiller. However, the ideal temperature requirement by implementing this approach is to have the 

returning temperature as low as possible with the temperature input of 70 °C and 6/12 ° C temperature 
requirement for the chilled water.  

Modeling simulation is the main activity in this thesis to achieve the objective. The modeling simulation is 
started by looking at the most similar available published simulation using NH3-H2O which is found in 
Radermacher absorption chiller book (Harold, et al., 1996). However, after reviewing many literatures, the 
simulation of NH3-H2O single-effect absorption chiller without rectifier is uncommon in literatures about 
absorption cycle. Thus, the main challenge is to create the simulation of a NH3-H2O single-effect 
absorption chiller without rectifier that makes sense in term of thermodynamic theory and also behaves 
closely to the chiller used. One of the most important points in making the modeling after the literature 
review is to obtain the information from the manufacturer as much as possible since each type of 
absorption chiller from different manufacturer has their own characteristic although generally it follows 
the thermodynamic law.  

The modeling simulation result shows that the cool-off at external hot water side really affects the 

performance of the absorption cycle after a certain temperature depends on the �%&' and �()*&&+ 	value. 
There is a tradeoff between having large cool-off and also high COP such as shown in Table 4-1. 

Table 4-1 Tradeoff between cool-off and COP priority 

Prioritizing the large cool-off (lower returning 

district heating temperature) over COP 

Prioritizing the COP over the large cool-off 

(lower returning district heating temperature) 

Advantage: 

• Less pump work 

• More heat is recovered in the condensation 

process at central plant 

• More electricity is produced in the CHP plant 

Advantage: 

• Smaller absorption chiller unit needed  

• Less heat input needs to be supplied from the 

central plant 

The advantages of each priority provided in Table 4-1 are made by assuming that the cooling demands 
and the heat rejection temperature are the same. Prioritizing the large cool-off over the COP (but still in a 
reasonable value) seems to be a better choice compared to the other one. The main reason is that the 
larger cool-off would provide the closer condition to the current district heating which has the supply 

temperature at 70-85 °C and returning temperature averagely around 47 °C. Another important factor in 
the real operation of the absorption chiller driven by district heating is the heat rejection/re-cooling 
temperature. By keeping the heat rejection temperature reasonably low, the higher COP could be 

achieved. For illustration, based on the simulation result, at 5 °C cool-off with hot input temperature of 70 

°C, the COP are respectively around 0,71 and 0,61 when the heat rejection temperatures are respectively 

22 and 28 °C. This should not be a problem in Sweden when the rejection heat water can be provided 
from a free source such as sea or lake since the average sea temperature in, for example, Östermalm area, 

Sweden in the hottest season (August) is 18.8 °C (World Sea Temperature, 2013).  
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The simulation also gives an important result which is the maximum cool-off value that can be achieved is 

15 °C when the heat input temperature is 70 °C. This means that the returning hot water temperature is 55 

°C and the desired returning water temperature at 47 °C is not possible to be achieved. The next 
important step is to have an experimental activity to confirm this result. After having both simulation and 
experimental result confirming each other, the district heating and the utility company can use the result it 
to set the plan for implementing small scale/decentralized absorption cooling driven by district heating. 
Furthermore, temperature is only one parameter that needs to be considered for having the small scale 
/decentralized absorption cooling driven by district heating. There are still more challenges that have to 
be put into account for implementing this approach (Franhofer ISE, 2010): 

1. The development of optimized hydraulic schemes 
2. The sizing of thermal storages which might be needed (heat storage, cold storage)  
3. The development of the overall system control 
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5 Future Work 

The most important work to do in the future is to have experiments to investigate real cool-off value 
effect to the absorption cycle COP. Thus, these are the several recommendations for the future 
experiment activity: 

1. Get information from the manufacturer if there is any change or improvement of PINK PC 19 
absorption chiller 

2. Although a thermostat has been installed at the cooling load in the experimental rig, it would be 

better if a thermometer is installed also there so that 12 °C can be seen directly. 

3. Adding the capacity of the heater for the hot water tank to be able to deliver 85 °C to the chiller. 

Currently, it is only able to give up to 80 °C. 
4. The safety and operation procedure for operating the absorption chiller has to be completed 

before performing the experimental activity.  
5. A safety improvement that could be done is by having a portable ammonia detector when 

conducting an experiment.  

The improvement on the modeling simulation can also be performed by adding the ammonia vapor 
cleaning process from the weak solution in the absorber and also the ammonia vessel component. In 
addition, the information about the type and size of the heat exchanger of each component of the chiller 
would be valuable also to build the simulation with the definition of U value. Finally, the study at the 
district heating side can also be done by looking at the effect of the cool-off value variation to the central 
heating or CHP plant performance.  
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Appendix A: EES code for cool-off simulation at ~��� = 70 

°C and ~��V����,��� = 6 °C and ~��V����,V� = 12 °C 

"******************************************************************************************************************* 
The following procedures are used to convert units to SI 
*******************************************************************************************************************" 
PROCEDURE TPQ(TC;P;Q:x;h;v;s)  
"given T (temperature), P (pressure) and Q (quality) in SI units, 
 this procedures returns x, h, v and s in SI units" 
TK=TC+273,15 
Pbar=P*,01 
CALL NH3H2O(128;TK;Pbar;Q:TK;Pbar;x;h;s;u;v;Q) 
END 
 
PROCEDURE TPX(TC;P;x:Q;h;v;s)  
"given T (temperature), P (pressure) and x (ammonia wt fraction) in SI 
units, this procedure returns Q, h, v and s in SI units" 
TK=TC+273,15 
Pbar=P*,01 
CALL NH3H2O(123;TK;Pbar;x:TK;Pbar;x;h;s;u;v;Q) 
END 
 
PROCEDURE PXQ(P;x;Q:TC;h;v;s)  
"given P (pressure in bar), x (ammonia wt fraction) and Q, this procedure 
 returns T, h, v and s in SI units" 
Pbar=P*,01 
CALL NH3H2O(238;Pbar;x;Q:TK;Pbar;x;h;s;u;v;Q) 
TC=TK-273,15 
END 
 
PROCEDURE PHX(P;h;x:TC;Q;v;s)  
"given P (pressure in bar), enthalpy (J/g), and x (ammonia wt 
fraction), this procedure returns T, Q, v and s in SI units" 
Pbar=P*,01 
CALL NH3H2O(234;Pbar;x;h:TK;Pbar;x;h;s;u;v;Q) 
TC=TK-273,15 
END 
 
PROCEDURE TXQ(TC;x;Q:P;h;v;s)  
"given T (temperature in C), Q (quality) and x (ammonia wt fraction) in SI 
units, this procedure returns P, h, v  and s in SI units" 
TK=TC+273,15 
CALL NH3H2O(138;TK;x;Q:TK;Pbar;x;h;s;u;v;Q) 
P=Pbar*100 
END 
 
PROCEDURE PXS(P;x;s:TC;h;v;Q)  
"given P (pressure in bar), x (ammonia wt fraction) and entropy s, this procedure 
 returns T, h, v and Q in SI units"                               
Pbar=P*,01 
CALL NH3H2O(235;Pbar;x;s:TK;Pbar;x;h;s;u;v;Q) 
TC=TK-273,15 
END 
 
"******************************************************************************************************************* 
This procedure calculates the amount of heat that is exchanged in the solution heat exchanger 
*******************************************************************************************************************" 
PROCEDURE SHX(eshx;mls;mrs;ha;hb;hc;hd:hcc;hdd;qshx) 
qls=mls*(hd-ha) "amount of heat on 'left side', rich solution" 
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qrs=mrs*(hb-hc)  "amount of heat on 'right side', poor solution" 
qmin=MIN(qls;qrs) 
qshx=eshx*qmin  "eshx is the sol. hx. effectiveness" 
 hcc=hb-eshx*qmin/mrs  "calculation of outlet enthalpies" 
 hdd=ha+eshx*qmin/mls 
END 
   
"******************************************************************************************************************* 
Efficiencies of respectively circulation pump, Solution heat exchanger and Refrigerant heat exchanger 
*******************************************************************************************************************" 
etap=0,50 "isentropic efficency of pump" 
eshx=0,90 "solution heat exchanger efectiveness" 
esc=0,0 "effectiveness of condensate precooler, if esc=0, no  
subcooler is used" 
 
"*******************************************************************************************************************  
Solution circulation ratio and weak and strong ammonia concentration difference 
*******************************************************************************************************************" 
f=(x[9]-x[4])/(x[3]-x[4]) "solution circulation ratio" 
deltax = x[3] - x[4]  
 
"******************************************************************************************************************* 
Input parameters in the absorption chiller panel for determining evaporator internal temperature 
*******************************************************************************************************************" 
DeltaT_min = 4,1 
DeltaT_var = 4,1 
Qe_max = 18,6 [kW] 
 
"******************************************************************************************************************* 
Internal and external water circuit temperature relation 
*******************************************************************************************************************" 
t[10]= T[20]+1    "Condenser" 
t[1] = t[10] "Condenser and Absorber internal temperature is assumed the same" 
T[13] = ((T[21]+T[22])/2) - ((DeltaT_min+DeltaT_var)*Qe/Qe_max)   "Evaporator" 
T[4] = T[16] -1  "Generator" 
T_re-cooling_out = (T[20]+T[18])/2 
 
"******************************************************************************************************************* 
Mass Fraction of ammonia coming out from the generator and mass flow of strong solution 
*******************************************************************************************************************" 
x[9]=0,999634 
m[1]= 0,170 
 
"******************************************************************************************************************* 
Gas quality (-0,001 = subcooled; 0 - 1 = saturated; 1,001 = superheated 
*******************************************************************************************************************" 
Q[13]=0,998 
Q[10]=0,00 
Q[9]=1,001 
Q[1]=0 
Q[4]=0 
 
"******************************************************************************************************************* 
External water circuit heat capacity definition and mass flow of extenal water circuit 
*******************************************************************************************************************" 
P_ext = 1 {bar} 
cp_hot=Cp(Water;P=P_ext;x=0) 
cp_re-cooling=Cp(Water;P=P_ext;x=0) 
cp_cold=Cp(Water;P=P_ext;x=0) 
m_Re-cooling = 1,05 
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{m_Hot = 0,408}   "This variable is varied" 
{m_Cold = 0,645} "This variable is varied" 
 
"******************************************************************************************************************* 
Heat transfer definition by UA values and LMTD 
*******************************************************************************************************************” 
Qa = UAa*LMTDa 
Qc = UAc*LMTDc 
Qg = UAg*LMTDg 
Qe = UAe*LMTDe 
 
"******************************************************************************************************************* 
LMTD Definition 
*******************************************************************************************************************" 
LMTDa=(T[6]-T[18]-T[1]+T[17])/ln(Arga) 
Arga = (T[6]-T[18])/(Downa) 
Downa = (T[1]-T[17]) 
 
LMTDc = (T[10] - T[20] ) - (T[10]  - T[19] )/ ln (Argc) 
Argc = (T[10] - T[20] )/Downc 
Downc = (T[10] - T[19] ) 
 
LMTDe = (T[21] - T[13] ) - (T[22]  - T[13] )/ ln (Arge) 
Arge = (T[21] - T[13] )/Downe 
Downe = (T[22] - T[13] ) 
 
LMTDg = (T[15] - T[4] ) - (T[16]  - T[9] )/ ln (Argg) 
Argg = (T[15] - T[4] )/Downg 
Downg = (T[16] - T[9] ) 
 
"*******************************************************************************************************************
Sensible heat transfer definition and external water circuit temperature difference definition 
*******************************************************************************************************************" 
Qa =m_Re-cooling*Cp_re-cooling*(T[18] - T[17]) 
Qc = m_Re-cooling*Cp_re-cooling*(T[20] - T[19]) 
Qg = m_Hot*Cp_hot*(T[15] - T[16]) 
Qe = m_Cold*Cp_cold*(T[21] - T[22]) 
 
delta_T_evaporator = (T[21] - T[22]) 
delta_T_condenser = (T[20] - T[19]) 
delta_T_generator = (T[15] - T[16]) 
delta_T_absorber = (T[18] - T[17]) 
delta_T_re-cooling = (Tmix_re-cooling - T[17]) 
 
"******************************************************************************************************************* 
Temperature inputs in each component 
*******************************************************************************************************************" 
"Evaporator" 
T[21] = 12 
T[22] = 6 
 
"Generator" 
T[15] = 70 
{T[16] = 60} 
 
"Condenser" 
T[19] = 22 
{T[20] = T[19] + 4} 
 
"Absorber" 
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T[17] = T[19] 
 
Tmix_re-cooling = (T[20] + T[18]) / 2   "Parallel connection between absorber and condenser external 
water line" 
 
"*******************************************************************************************************************
Main equations in each components (Mass and energy balance, work of pump, enthalpy definition and 
overall equations) 
*******************************************************************************************************************" 
"ABSORBER" 
m[14]+m[6]=m[1] 
m[14]*x[14]+m[6]*x[6]=m[1]*x[1] 
(m[14]*h[14]+m[6]*h[6] - m[1]*h[1])=Qa 
 
CALL pxq(P[3];x[3];Q3s:T3f;h3f;v3f;s3f)  
Q3s = 0 
T[9] = T3f "Definition for the T[9] from the weak solution" 
 
"DESORBER" 
balm=m[3]-(m[9]+m[4]) 
bala=m[3]*x[3]-(m[9]*x[9]+m[4]*x[4]) 
Qg=(m[9]*h[9]+m[4]*h[4] - m[3]*h[3]) 
 
"CONDENSER" 
Qc=m[9]*(h[9]-h[10]) 
 
"EVAPORATOR" 
Qe=m[13]*(h[13]-h[12]) 
 
"PUMP" 
swp=v[1]*(p[2]-p[1])/etap 
h[2]=h[1]+swp 
Wp=m[1]*(h[2]-h[1]) 
 
"EXPANSION VALVE" 
h[5]=h[6] 
 
"SHX" 
CALL tpx(T[2];P[5];x[5]:Q5e;h5e;v5e;s5e)  
CALL tpx(T[4];P[3];x[3]:Q3e;h3e;v3e;s3e)  
CALL shx(eshx;m[2];m[4];h[2];h[4];h5e;h3e:h[5];h[3];Qshx) 
 
"EXPANSION VALVE" 
h[11]=h[12] 
"C-E HX" 
CALL tpx(t[10];P[14];x[14]:Q14e;h14e;v14e;s14e)  
CALL tpx(t[13];P[11];x[11]:Q11e;h11e;v11e;s11e)  
CALL shx(esc;m[13];m[10];h[13];h[10];h11e;h14e:h[11];h[14];QCE) 
 
"OVERALL" 
COP=Qe/(Wp+Qg) 
checkQ=Qg+Qe+Wp-(Qc+Qa) 
pratio=phigh/plow 
"*******************************************************************************************************************
Pressure definition as high or low 
*******************************************************************************************************************" 
p[1]=plow 
p[2]=phigh 
P[3]=phigh 
p[4]=phigh 
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P[5]=phigh 
P[6]=plow 
p[9]=phigh 
p[10]=phigh 
p[11]=plow 
p[12]=plow 
P[13]=plow 
P[14]=plow 
 
"******************************************************************************************************************* 
Trivial mass balances 
*******************************************************************************************************************" 
m[1]=m[2] 
m[2]=m[3] 
m[4]=m[5] 
m[5]=m[6] 
m[9]=m[10] 
m[10]=m[11] 
m[11]=m[12] 
m[12]=m[13] 
m[13]=m[14] 
 
"*******************************************************************************************************************
Trivial NH3 balances 
*******************************************************************************************************************" 
x[1]=x[2] 
x[2]=x[3] 
x[4]=x[5] 
x[5]=x[6] 
x[9]=x[10] 
x[10]=x[11] 
x[11]=x[12] 
x[12]=x[13] 
x[13]=x[14] 
 
"******************************************************************************************************************* 
State points definition (Input 3 variables) 
*******************************************************************************************************************" 
CALL tpq(t[1];p[1];Q[1]:x[1];h[1];v[1];s[1])  
CALL phx(p[2];h[2];x[2]:T[2];Q[2];v[2];s[2])  
CALL phx(P[3];h[3];x[3]:T[3];Q[3];v[3];s[3])  
CALL tpq(t[4];p[4];Q[4]:x[4];h[4];v4;s4) 
CALL phx(P[5];h[5];x[5]:T[5];Q[5];v[5];s[5])  
CALL phx(P[6];h[6];x[6]:T[6];Q[6];v[6];s[6])  
CALL txq(t[9];x[9];Q[9]:p9;h[9];v[9];s[9]) 
CALL txq(t[10];x[10];Q[10]:p[10];h[10];v[10];s[10])   
CALL phx(p[11];h[11];x[11]:T[11];Q[11];v[11];s[11])  
CALL phx(p[12];h[12];x[12]:T[12] ;q[12];v[12];s[12])  
CALL txq(t[13];x[13];q[13]:p[13];h[13];v[13];s[13])  
CALL phx(P[14];h[14];x[14]:T[14];Q[14];v[14];s[14])   
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Appendix B: Nominal operation condition data by Pink 

GmbH (Pink GmbH, 2010a) 
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